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“I have reviewed the research on the BioSound device, and was impressed by the Statistics,
Charts and Graphics and those supplied by Biosound, demonstrating the percent of reduction in
the 10 symptomatology of clients who used the device; very impressive” Dr. Patricia Wolskee,
Ph.D., is a Clinical and Health Psychologist, a graduate of the Catholic University of America,
Washington, D.C., specializing in pharmacology and pain management, with research at NIH
for seven years.

This important research suggests additional evidence for the inclusion of a holistic, multi modal
recovery device developed by BioSound, Inc. While the use of self-reports can be problematic in
any study, the researchers in this design have sufficiently controlled the pretest/posttest
variables and experimental conditions to the extent that reported outcomes clearly indicate the
device tested significantly improved changes across several physical and emotional parameters
associated with clients in initial stages of recovery from addiction. As modern technologies
emerge in response to the National and Global crisis of drug addiction, it is critical that
treatment and recovery programs at every level consider the inclusion of devices such as the
one tested in this study. Henry Singleton, MS, HS-BCP, 8/31/2017

This article seeks to summarize the effectiveness of the BioSound device over several
physiological, psychological and emotional parameters for those in the beginning phases of
recovery from addiction. Using strict controls for self-reporting pre-and post test results and a
solid statistical analysis, the study decisively shows improvement of a highly significant nature.
The article contains a wealth of referenced information providing a strong background
supporting the importance of the utilization of this device in clinical practice. Considering the
prevalence of addiction worldwide, it is crucial that research along these lines is continued and
the information disseminated to practitioners and policy makers. Frederic McCain, DC, C. Ad.,
Executive Director, The Turning Point of SC (addiction recovery residences), Greenville, SC

